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UM weekend
greets visitors
Friends and family weekend
welcomes students' guests
By Emma Biddle
For The Maine Campus
Friends and family gathered this weekend at the
University of Maine for the
33rd annual Friends and
Family weekend.
"[Friends and Family weekend is] to show off our campus,
so friends and family can see
what we have to offer," said
Joe Mollo, director of Campus
Activities and Events.
Despite Saturday's slightly
dreary weather, a large number
of students, families and visithe
for
gathered
tors
Fundraising and Activities fair
on the Mall. The crowd was
entertained by demonstrations
and fundrasiers including a
dunk tank, fencing and exploring a car's safety features.
For Bruce and Cheryl Cox it
was their second year at
Friends and Family weekend at
UMaine.
"We've had a lovely weekend," Cheryl Cox said. "The
university has put on a great
display and there was something for all the family. It is a
lovely way to reunite."
The UMaine football team's
match against the University of

Massachusetts was preceded
by a tailgate party where entertainment from the UMaine
marching band kept visitors
amused.
The football match was only
one of the weekend's big
events. Family and visitors
cheered on UMaine alongside
students during the game before
heading off to other events.
The highlight of the weekend however, was the latein
entertainment
night
Memorial Union. As night fell,
the Union buzzed with friends
and family. The Campus
Activities Board provided an
event-filled evening including
hypnotist Michael Anthony, air
brush tattoos and a concert in
the bookstore. Saturday night
karaoke continued in the Union
for friends and family alike.
Other attractions over the
weekend included an art exhibition at the University of
Maine Museum of Art in
Bangor, Page Farm and Home
Museum, volleyball, jazz,
informational lectures, soccer,
a popular planetarium show,
family sports events, juggling
and a Sunday morning 'musical brunch' in the Memorial
Union.
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Dog theft leads to charges
By Rick Redmond

Staff Reporter
An Old Town woman has been
charged with theft after misleading
police about the whereabouts of a
puppy belonging to her roommate.
According to a report filed by
Officer Debbie Holmes of the Old
Department,
Police
Town
University of Maine student,
Madelyn "Mandy" Westbrook
brought Jenny, a chocolate lab
puppy to the Old Town Animal
Orphanage on Sept. 14, claiming
the dog had been left in a box on her
doorstep along with a note of relinquishment. It was Westbrook's

apparent
intention to
turn the puppy
over to the
animal
orphanage as
a stray according
to
Amanda
CAMPUS PHOTO Oliver,
an
• HOLLY BARBER employee of
the Old Town Animal Orphanage.
While in the parking lot of the
orphanage. Westbrook was seen
talking to a couple, Kelly and Alan
Jackson of Alton, who she later
turned the puppy over to.
Dog owner and UMaine student
Olt

Brad Gonya was told by Westbrook
upon returning home later in the
day,that his dog had slipped off her
leash and escaped off the property.
A search ensued of the neighborhood by Gonya and his girlfriend.
Kim Ledoux, also a UMaine student. They concluded the search
without finding the dog and
returned to the residence at 49
Brunswick St. According the
confronted
report,
Gonya
Westbrook about the whereabouts
of his dog and an argument ensued
resulting in a call to the Old Town
Police.
See PUPPY 111EFT on pop II

Iraq reporters present
war coverage experiences
By Angela Fiandaca
Staff Reporter
A foreign but scrutinized country
was the setting for one local couple's
two-week honeymoon this summer.
Peter Davis, freelance reporter
on assignment for The Nation, a
magazine out of New York City,and
his new wife Alicia Anstead,Senior
Style Editor for the Bangor Daily
News, set out last July for what
turned out to be a thought-provoking
and life-changing experience.
It began upon their return from a
trip to Vietnam. Davis turned to

v.mainecampus.com

Anstead and asked her where she
would like to go on their next trip
together. She half-jokingly replied
that Iraq seemed an interesting
prospect. Several weeks later Davis
asked Anstead just how serious she
had been about the trip. He had
received an assignment from The
Nation to travel to Iraq.
"I was interested in what happens when America decides to go in
and make its footprint in another
country," Anstead said in a talk
Thursday Sept. 18 at the University

See IRAQ so pap
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• The UMaine Circle K will meet Sept. 22 explore incorporating some on-line eleat 7 p.m. in the Senior Skulls Room. Pizza ments into an existing course and to share
will be served at the meeting.
ideas with colleagues about problems and
successes, best practices and assessment of
• The Counseling Center is making student learning on-line. Guest panelists:
Drummond Chapel available 7-8 a.m. David Batuski, Wayne Ingalls, Tina
Monday through Friday for silent medita- Passman, Carol Toner and Anatole Wieck.
tion. Practitioners of meditation are invited Registration is required., 581-3472 or eto join. There will be no instruction avail- mail CTE@umit.maine.edu
able for participants. Drummond Chapel is
• A performance of Othello by the Aquila
located on the third floor of Memorial Theatre Company will take place Wednesday
Union.
night at 7 p.m. at the Maine Center for the
Arts in the Hutchins Concert Hall.
• A relaxation and mindfulness meditation workshop will provide instructions for
• Two showings of 2 Fast 2 Furious will be
meditation 4-5 p.m. on Wednesdays in Wednesday night at 8 p.m. and 10 p.m. The
Drummond Chapel.
movie will be show in DPC too. It is preFor information, contact the Counseling sented by Campus Activities and Events.
Center's Prevention
and
Education
Program
581-1392
or
• The panel disscussion "Veterans for
www.maine.edu/counseling.
Peace and the Gulf Wars" will take place
Thursday from 12:30 p.m.to 1:45 p.m.in the
• The Counseling Center is offering the Bangor Room in Memorial Union.
following online screening programs for all
The panel includes Vietnam veteran Al
UMaine students,faculty and staff: anxiety / Larson, Gulf War veteran Kim Hawkins and
post-traumatic stress, depression / manic Korean War veteran Mel Burke. The dissdepression, eating disorders and alcohol cussion is part of the Socialist and Marxist
abuse. Visit www.umaine.edu/counseling/ Studies Luncheoon Series.
to take any of these screenings. They are
anonymous and completely confidential.
• Habits of Highly Sucessful Investors,
financial workshops with Jackie Edwards
• Identifying Best Practices and will be held at 1:30 p.m. and 3 p.m. in 220
Assessment Strategies for Teaching On-Line Corbett Hall on Wednesday. The Workshop
Courses discussion will be held Tuesday at is offered by TIAA/ CREF and the University
12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m. in Jenness Lobby and of Maine.
Soderberg Lounge.
The brown bag panel discussion will pro• The American Red Cross and the Black
vide an opportunity for all faculty interest- Bear Volunteers will hold a blood drive 10
ed in teaching and learning on-line to a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday and Wednesday in

Wells Commons.
Volunteers and blood donors are needed.
For information, contact Serena Bemis on
FirstClass.
• A presentation titled "Rest Easy: A
Workshop
For
Understanding
and
Improving Sleep" will be held 3-4 p.m.
Tuesday at the Counseling Center. The workshop will focus on improving sleep habits
and increasing one's understanding of the
role sleep plays in mental and physical wellbeing. Advanced registration at least 24
hours in advance is required to attend. For
information, e-mail the Counseling Center
via FirstClass or call 581-4145.
• Paul Vangelisti will deliver a poetry
reading at 4:30 p.m. on Tuesday in 115
Donald P. Corbett Business Building.
• Java Jive will host an open mic night 8Tuesday, Sept. 23 in the Stillwater
Canal Co. Pub in Memorial Union. For
information, call Carole LeClair 581-1793.
ii

• 1-800-COLONIZE: U.S. Corporations
Outsource Call Centers to India, will be held
by graduate student Kimberlee Perez, as
part of the Women in the Curriculum and
Women's Studies Program Fall Lunch
Series. It will be from 12:15 p.m. to 1:3o
p.m. on Tuesday in the Bangor Lounge in
Memorial Union.
• A poetry reading by Paul Vangelisti will
take place Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in DPC 115
as part of the New Writing Series.
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Attorneys David K. Miller and Ted Curth
Q: If I can become "emancipated," do my
parents still have to fill out my FAFSA forms
or cosign loans?

Requirements for the FAFSA are federal. If you could look into completing the FAFSA on
you are a Veteran, married, in a graduate their behalf and without their active participadegree program, are at least 24 years old, or tion.
have a dependent you may be exempt from
Cosigning a loan is a separate issue.
A: "Emancipation" is defined under Maine providing parental financial information. Lenders will typically require that a borrower
law as "the release of a juvenile from the legal Administrators may make an exception in with little income or assets obtain a cosigner
control of his parents" (see 15 MR.S A. unusual cases.
with greater resources to guarantee repayment.
§3(X)3(6)). Being in college, you are probably
However, the federal financial aid system For most students, the parents are the cosignat least 18 years old and for that reason not assumes that you will receive a certain amount ers. The law does not provide student borrowconsidered a "juvenile" under state law. (see of monetary support for your undergraduate ers with a way to force their parents to obligate
15 M.R.S.A. §3003(14)). Emancipation is schooling from your parents unless their themselves under a debt,even for educational
probably not necessary in your case for any income and assets are below a certain level,or purposes.
reason,because persons who have reached the if one or more exceptions apply in your case.
There are a number of contacts you should
age of majority enjoy all of the rights,and bear Emancipation probably seemed the correct look into if you are interested in applying for
all of the duties,of an adult.
subject to ask about because it invokes the federal financial aid without consideration of
The law does not provide a right to a post- notion of a child's financial independence your parents'resources. Try the following:
secondary education for adults. In the absence from parents. However, the federal financial
I. US Dept. of Education Customer
ofsuch a right, your parents have no legal obli- aid standards have little or nothing to do with Service Call Center, 1-800-433-7327
gation to provide the financial information, the late law concept of emancipation. Let us
2. Federal Student Aid Programs,P.O. Box
much less financial assistance,to aid you in the address your underlying concern.
84,Washington DC 20044(written questions)
pursuit of this course of secondary education.
If your parents are refusing to assist you,
3. wvvw.fafsa.ed.gov

4. www.studentaid.ed.gov (look up The
Student Guide)
5. UMaine Financial Aid Office,581-1324
It is not unusual for students to approach us
with questions similar to this one. Whether
parents should fill out the FAFSA forms, or
cosign loans, is a personal decision made
within the family. Many parents are committed to providing for their children's' education, but it is not unusual for some to decide
that funding for school should be entirely the
student's duty. If you want financial aid, you
must meet the lender's or donor's requirements.
Legal Services ofStudent Government are
proved by attorney's Theodore S. Curtis and
David R. Miller. Legal Services office is located on hefirstfloor of Memorial Union. They
can be reached at 581-1789 or on FirstClass:
Theodore Curtis. Copyright Theodore S.
Curtis Jr.
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Macho idea explored
in Miedzian lecture
By Tracy Coffins
Production Manager
Excessive and unnecessary
United States military stockpiling, costing billions of dollars, is
the governmental manifestation
of the ideal "tough guy" image,
according to a presentation by
visiting Diversity Libra Professor
Myriam Miedzian on Thursday
night.
The presentation, titled "Real
Men, Wimps and National
Security" outlined a history of
the "macho approach to foreign
policy," following the influence
of masculinity in politics from
Lyndon Johnson to the present.
"A need for a kind of oneupmanship, even when it means
wasting billions of dollars On
unnecessary weapons" dominates political decisions in the
United States, said Miedzian.
Miedzian, the author of"Boys
Will Be Boys: Breaking the Link
Between
Masculinity
and
Violence," showed a brief film
during her presentation that followed the changing climate of
opinion toward national defense
as expressed by U.S. presidents
beginning with Eisenhower. In a
clip from the early 1960s,
Eisenhower warned against the
military becoming too strong and
using "defense as an excuse for
wasting dollars" on unnecessary
.,
weapons.
The film then cut to a clip of
Secretary of Defense Donald
Rumsfeld attempting to justify a
$50 billion increase in the
defense budget to leery congressional delegates.
One particularly poignant
image featured in the film illustrated the gap between how many
missiles the. U.S. needs to properly defend itself and how many it
has. It explained that one missile
could replicate the damage done
at Hiroshima, five could devastate all of Russia. The U.S. owns
at least 9,000.
At most,the U.S. needs 200 to
240 missiles to be amply prepared, said Miedzian."This is far

too dangerous to stick to a primitive thought pattern for masculinity," she said, attributing the
excess in arms to a masculine
desire to perpetuate dominance,
violence and hierarchy in politics.
"We arm everybody to the
point where it becomes a threat
to us," said Miedzan. "And
there's nothing new about Bush's
tough guy image except that perhaps no one has ever taken it this
far."
She detailed the pattern of
masculine reactions to foreign
conflict, including her perspective of Lyndon Johnson's actions
during the Vietnam War to
Ronald Reagan's role in the
Soviet arms race.
Lyndon Johnson knew that the
U.S. wouldn't win in Vietnam as
early as 1964, she said. He knew
there was no way to win, and yet
the war went on, as a product of
pressures of masculinity.
Similarly, the U.S. government misinterpreted Soviet
behavior during the Cold War,
Miedzian said. "The Cold War
could have been at a much lower
level. If you don't put yourself
into a mindframe of your opponent, you're bound to misinterpret."
Noticing a continuing trend.
Miedzian said there is no effort
being put forth in response to terrorism in Iraq to understand the
mindset of the terrorist.
"Understanding how they think
does not seem to be of any interest to our government," she said.
"Volumes will be written about
our failure to do anything about
Saudi Arabia's funding of the
Taliban."
"Our policies alone are not
responsible for terrorism but our
policies have not enabled us to
prevent this Or to play as serious
a role as we should be playing in
preventing it," she said.
The presentation, held in
DPC, was sponsored by Barbara
Blazej and the peace studies
department and was followed by
a book signing with Miedzian.

CAMUS PHOTO • HOLLY BARBER
BRING THEM HOME — Dennis Kucinich, a Democratic presidenttial hopeful, speaks to
Mainers at the Pierce Memorial Park last Friday. Kucinich claims to stand for more jobs
and bringing troops home, among other issues.

Presidential Candidate
speaks at Bangor rally
other nations, while workers here are suffering.
To build off this, he went into his second issue —
his desire to establish a universal, single payer healthDennis Kucinich,one of the many Democratic can- care plan. He said that he sees health-care as a basic
didates for next year's presidential election, came to human right. He is the only candidate that supports
Bangor this past Friday in an effort to promote his • this.
To establish his third issue, he spoke on the war in
name and his platform. Maine is one of the first states
to hold its primary, thus making it a prime target for Iraq and how he opposed it from the very beginning,
presidential hopefuls. Kucinich, a Congressman from establishing himself as the strongest peace candidate.
Ohio, held a rally in the downtown region, right out- He said that he would like to get all US.troops home
side the Public Library, followed- by a fundraising and allow for the United Nations to take over rehabilevent that led supporters to the Common Ground Fair itating efforts.
Kucinich also wants to cut the military budget and
in Unity.
At his rally, Kucinich spoke on what he stood for, establish a Department of Peace, which would stand
with emphasis on the three major aspects of his plat- parallel to the Department of Defense.
'
An estimated 125 people attended the event,
form — economic growth, health-care and peace.
sources.
media
various
On economic growth, he spoke about his desire to according to
Doug Allen,one of the organizers for the event and
increase jobs for the poor. He emphasized this by calling current economic problems "drastic" and holding a member of the department of Philosophy at the
up a copy of the day's Bangor Daily News and Boston University of Maine,said that the event was hailed by
Globe,both of which had headlines regarding job loss- many as one of the greatest political events ever held
in Bangor.
es in the regions.
"I got a couple e-mails from the statewide Kucinich
He also spoke on his stance against NAFT'A and the
FTAA,both of which he claims he will withdraw sup- office and they considered the event the most successport from if he is elected. He defends this idea by
See FOR PRESIDENT on page 6
pointing out that the United States is losing jobs to
By Kyle Webster
Style Editor
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Public Safety students patrol campus
By Austin Soule
For The Maine Campus
With the Orono area being a
difficult place to find a job, many
students at the University of
Maine are scrambling to find
employment.
What students haven't realized
is that there are great opportunities for employment at the
University of Maine in the Public
Safety Department.
For the large number of students,staff and buildings on campus, the small staff of Public
Safety has a big job. The 31 fulltime employees are split into
three departments that handle
three primary missions. They
include 21 police officers, who
deal with matters involving people. Four officers are dedicated to
the security of property and six
handle the 911 emergency communications. With only 31 personnel, it is hard to manage all of
the affairs in a given week says
Noel March,director and chief of
police for Public Safety.
The philosophy of community
policing, the community playing
a role in keeping themselves safe,
led to the creation of the
Community Service Corps.
Community policing can be compared to a doctor-patient relationship said March.
"Between the visits, its up to
the patients," said March."When
it matters, we're there."

The Community Service
Corps program is not student
policing, said March. He said
students involved in this program
should not be viewed as cops or
narks and do not resemble public
safety. He said the Community
Service Corps is for students who
are motivated and would like to
see the campus people and property safe.
March said the program,
which started as 1-WALK, has
evolved to include much more
responsibility. He said the students' responsibilities include
conducting neighborhood watch
programs, issuing temporary
parking permits, checking emergency call boxes, and providing
security and traffic control during
special events.
The student are not required to
intervene when they see vandalism or crime he added. He said a
call to public safety is all they
need to do so the professionals
CAMPUS PHOTO • MEGHAN LYNDE
can handle the situation, and the
KEEPING GUARD — Jason White, a third-year landscape horiculture major and member
students can remain safe.
March said the most underuti- of Campus Police works the front desk at Public Safety.
lized resource is still I-WALK. I WALK can be called anytime by ground check and 48 hours of ing to March. This program is as a resource and helper to fellow
anyone for an escort to walk them training said March. Training aimed towards, but not limited to, students, a resume builder and a
wherever they would like to go.
includes eight hours of CPR train- those students who are work- letter of recommendation from
March said in its second year, ing and the 40 hours of security study eligible.
Public Safety after graduation.
the Community Service Corps practice and procedure, and cusMarch said on the job,students
Anyone interested is urged to
has eight returning members, but tomer service and communica- are equipped with clearly marked contact James Dalton via
is trying to meet its goal of 25 tions are paid.
uniforms, warm parkas for bad
FirstClass or call 581-3405.
students.
The program includes hours weather, flashlights and company
Applications are also available at
To become a member,students that fit any student's schedule and Buick Centuries. He said in addi- the Public Safety Building on
must first go through a back- starting pay is $6.40/hour accord- tion, benefits include a reputation
Rangely Road.
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CAMPUS
is looking for
You!
The Maine Campus is cur
ly seeking
applicants for-the position of ad sales
representative. Contact Katie Malcolm
on FirstClass or at 581-1267
for more information. Business
experience preferred but not necessary.
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Red Cross to hold blood drive at UM
By Mary Payson
For The Maine Campus
The American Red Cross is
calling on all University of
Maine students and staff to
save a life this week. On
Tuesday and Wednesday, a
blood drive will be held from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m., in Wells
Commons.

+

American
Red Cross

Together, we can save a life

The blood drive has been in
the planning stages for months
according to Angela Bilodeau
of the Bangor chapter of the
American Red Cross. The Red
Cross hopes to have a minimum
of 250 donors, which is one of
the reasons they are offering
free pizza, T-shirts, snacks and
even music to lure in students.
"When you give blood you
are saving a life, and that's a
fact," said Bilodeau.
The main requirements are
that donors be at leak 17 years
of age, 110 pounds or more and
in good health. Blood donation
is a four-step procedure. The

donor will first be asked to fill
out a quick, confidential medical questionnaire. Second, the
donor's blood pressure, pulse,
temperature and a small sample
of blood will be taken from the
finger tip to check iron levels.
Then the donor will actually
donate his or her blood.
For the final step, the donor
will be escorted by a volunteer
to the beverage and snack table.
According to the American
Red Cross Web site, it is not
possible to be infected with
AIDS or any disease from
donating blood because all needles are completely new and
sterilized.
Bilodeau said giving blood
is not extremely painful.
"Inserting the IV is less
painful than receiving a vaccination," she said. "It's really
only a light pinch."
Bilodeau said blood donation is important because it
saves lives.
"Giving blood is one of the
few things we as solitary citizens can do to directly affect
someone." she said. "It isn't
like writing a check where you
don't really know what part of
a cause your money is going
to.,,

CAMPUS PHOTO • RENEE SANF ACON
GIFT OF LIFE — Blood drive donor, Suzanne George spends her afternoon at Wells
Commons with the Red Cross. Stacy George, a staff tech, helps her with the procedure.
Maine has 36 hospitals that
use an average of 325 pints of
blood a day, performing procedures that range from liver
transplants to saving the lives
of victims of serious automobile accidents. The Red Cross'
motto,
"Blood
without

Boundaries," ensures that after
all Maine hospitals have
received the blood they need,
the excess donations are sent to
other states.
Bilodeau said, "If everyone
in Maine stopped giving blood
right now, we'd no longer be

able to treat caneer or traumas,
perform bone marrow transplants or help premature
babies. Everyone would have
to be transported out of state.
People don't realize it, but that
is how important it is to give
blood."
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Reporters return from Iraq
From IRAQ on page 1

of Maine,sponsored by the Socialist
and Marxist Studies Luncheon
Series.
She was searching for what
many consider the U.S. imperialist
nature bestowed uixm other countries.
Shortly before her trip to Iraq,
Anstead was in an editorial meeting
at the BDN that Sen. Susan Collins
attended. Collins had recently
returned from her own trip to Iraq.
Anstead said Collins had a "glowing report" of the reconstruction in
Iraq.
However, when Collins learned
of Anstead's upcoming trip to Iraq,
Anstead said Collins turned to her
and said,"I am so scared for you."
"The features on her face just
slid onto the floor," Anstead said.
Several minutes after Collins
had left the office, she called
Anstead to ask if there was anything
she could provide her with for a
safer trip. Anstead asked for the
names of Mainers Collins had spoken with in Iraq.
"This paper was one of four
CAMPUS PHOTO • SAMANTHA MAHAR
papers
I wouldn't have been able to
JESTERS — Adam and Tim, members of the jugtravel
around Iraq without,"
Organization
gling club, demonstrate at the Student
Anstead
said. "It opened doors for
and Activities Fair on Saturday as part of Friends
that
my
passport and press pass
me
and Family Weekend.
couldn't."
Anstead said she repeatedly held
her press pass where others could
view it as if to say, "I'm with the
mess,please don't kill me."
Another important item Anstead
Front PUPPY THEFT on page 1
veterinary sciences at UMaine,
spoke about the events she wit- kept with her was a photograph of
herself, Davis and his two young
nessed on Sept. 14.
Holmes arrived on the scene
"She seemed nice and grandchildren.
and conducted separate interviews
"We were told by someone in
honest...she didn't seem like she
with Gonya and Westbrook,noting
was hying to pull something off or Intelligence to carry a picture of us
in her report Westbrook's demand
with young children and if we had
anything," said Oliver.
to be involved in the conversation
According to Oliver, Westbrook been captured to try and persuade
among Holmes, Gonya and
Ledoux. According to Hohnes' then went back outside where she our captors to treat us in a humanibegan talking to a couple who had tarian way because we had young
report, Westhmok admitted to takpreviously been in the shelter look- children back home," Anstead said.
ing the dog to the shelter that day
Part of her mission in Iraq was to
ing at the puppies.
and claimed the puppy was miscould
get speak with Mainers. She wanted to
I
"Befbre
treated by her owner. Westbrook
outside...they were taking the find out how their lives in Maine
explained she was a student studyhad influenced their lives in
puppy," said Oliver.
and
ing Veterinary science
believed
Baghdad.
puppy
that
the
also
noted
Oliver
left
the dog was dehydrated and
"More often than not, way in the
health.
perfect
be
in
appeared
to
outside for extended periods of
back
of some barracks set up in an
enerbouncing,
happy,
was
a
It
time. Westbrook also accused the
old
police
academy,there would be
said.
puppy,"
she
getic chocolate lab
owner of being "a drunk."
Maine who would sit
kid
from
some
that
abandoned
Oliver stated
Holmes asked westbrook why
and tell me what a
down
with
me
of
something
out
animals are not
she had not called the police or the
he was having,"
horrible
time
hut
area
what
the ordinary in the
animal control officer directly to
was a kid who
"This
Anstead
said.
her.
surprise
which Westbrook had no reply. transpired later did
left
the
hour
after
she
-About an
klomes also noted in her report that
shelter, she called to report her
Westbrook continually steered the
conversation in other directions, roommate's dog had slipped [out
From FOR PRESIDENT on page 3
of] his leash and escaped that day.
rept-ire/Hy mentioning issues with
And I thought, hmm...that's kind of
Gonya and the lease of the resifu! in Maine," Allen said.
strange and that's when the light
dence.
Kucinich is among the many
bulb kind of went off," said Oliver.
Jackson, the woman who
running for the Democratic canOliver also commented on the
unknowingly took the stolen dog.
didacy, yet he hasn't received as
fact that Westbrook is a student
was upset about the ordeal and did
much publicity as others. Allen
studying veterinary sciences who is
not wish to give up the puppy as
attributes this to his lack of fundnow involved in an animal abducher four-year-old daughter had
ing.
become attached to it. Holmes tion case.
"People don't know him
Oliver said when veterinarian's
because he doesn't have any
informed Jackson that she could
apply for their state board exams it
money," Allen said.
not keep the puppy as it was now
The event was organized in a
tlassified as stolen property. does not look good when a person
is convicted of a crime.
just a few days, and there was
Jackson also informed Holmes that
In a final report by officer
speculation as to whether or not it
upon giving the puppy to her,
Holmes, she documented Gonya
would be. pulled off, due to
Westbrook had asked her to lie to
and Ledoux bringing the puppy into
Hurricane Isabelle.
police in the event she was ever
the police station on Sept. 15 to be
"There were big doubts
questioned about how she obtained
photographed. Holmes observed
whether he could even make it
the puppy. Jackson told Westbrook
the puppy to be "...a healthy and
she would not lie which she
here," Allen said. "But, due to
happy puppy."
claimed seemed to make
our efforts and despite our lack
Westbrook is scheduled to
Westbmok "nervous."
of funds we still managed to do
appear in court on Oct. 27 at 9:30
Oliver, also a student studying
it."

In the dog house

Candidate speaks

was maybe 22-years-old and for the
first time in his life was being blasted out of his sleep."
Anstead said that more often
than not Maine soldiers did not
know why they were in Iraq. They
thought it was because there were
weapons of mass destruction, yet no
one had found any. They thought it
was because Saddam Hussein was a
threat, yet they didn't know why he
was.
"They did know one thing for
sure: that the Iraqis were the enemies, hut they didn't know how to
identify them, which ones were and
which ones weren't," Anstead said.
"But they were ready to let go when
one of them was."
The most concrete thing Anstead
said she learned while in Iraq was
something many Americans had
already uttered before the war had
ended: The soldiers wanted to return
home.
"There was no question about
that," Anstead said.
Davis reiterated much of what
Anstead had said, as they rarely
interviewed people separately in
hopes of preventing dangerous situations.
However, Davis spoke more
about the Iraqis' viewpoints of
Americans in Iraq.
He described a college that had
been burned, including the largest
library in the area having been
destroyed within it. He met two
female students there and one of
them struck him with a comment
that made him realize a lot about the
reconstruction Americans were
attempting in this country.
"Before the war we couldn't talk
but we could walk around," the student said."Now we can talk but we
can't walk around because we
might get abducted or raped or even
killed."
Davis learned that the reconstruction had not been a success as
of yet in many Iraqis' eyes.
"After almost six months we still
haven't provided security, services
or structure," Davis said. "So we
have turned a welcoming population into a very hostile one."
Davis said the strongest thing he
and Anstead came into contact with
was Iraqi nationalism.
"Iraq wants to be Iraq," Davis
said.
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From what the two Maine
reporters witnessed from the outside
looking in,they said it was not difficult to see why Iraqis could feel discontent toward Americans.
"We saw a lot of destruction by
the bombing and a lot of degradation by Saddam Hussein over the
years," Anstead said. "That was, I
think, most shocking to both of us.
The amount of neglect on the part of
Saddam Hussein was devastating to
see."
Anstead described buildings
crumbling, not from bombs but
from sheer neglect and cafes that
had not been used in years.
Anstead read an e-mail from an
Iraqi they had met on their trip.
"Day after day it's somehow
safer to walk in the streets of
Baghdad and the only things that
really worry you are the explosions
that take place now and then," theemail read."Gradually life is coming
back. The great thing is that all of
this has been achieved after the
Iraqis took the initiative and did not
wait for things to get better by themselves."
The Iraqi continued by writing
that he thought the U.S. coalition
had learned its lesson that"the Iraqis
are more capable and able to run
their affairs by themselves."
"The freedom to speak has really taken hold in a county that's
been silenced and a people that's
been silenced in so many ways,"
Anstead said.
The couple intends to return to
Iraq within a year.When asked what
they would like to set' upon returning to the county,Anstead said,"A
stronger place for Iraqis to live their
lives."
On a lighter note, Davis said he
would like to see working electricity in the nation.
They have made a pact to return
to the country only with each other.
Through all they saw and everyone they spoke with,it became clear
to Davis and Anstead that Iraq is a
very changed country. For better or
worse,a phrase that rang true for the
newlyweds, it was a difficult question to answer whether the U.S.
reconstruction plan has helped or
hindered the Iraqi people more.
"I think they're doing both,"
Anstead said,"but I think it's hard to
tell which one will win out."
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Farm hopping: harvesting an education
By Diane Belanger
For The Maine Campus

Family-run farms in Maine are diminishing. Those remaining have found sustainability through new technology or
increasingly popular organic methods. In
an effort to raise public awareness, The
University of Maine's Page Farm and
Home Museum's conducted its second
field trip to central Maine farms on Sept.
17. A dozen people were on hand to visit
three farms and a potato storage facility
and learn about modern industrial and
organic methods.

"BST naturally occurs in cows. We're
not giving them anything unnatural,"
said Fogler, "just increasing what is
already there."
In addition to the dairy, fields of corn,
hay and barley grow behind the barn. A
multi-grain mix is fed to the cows, which
reduces feed
costs,
but
some of

Fogler Farm
.tr•

First stop was Stoneyvale Dairy in
Exeter. The farm is a modern facility
boasting 600 dairy cows with plans to
enlarge to between 800 and 900 by next
spring. This two-generation enterprise is
owned and operated by the Fogler family.
"There are currently eight family
members working the farm," said Kate
Fogler, a graduate of Cornell University
with a degree in animal sciences, "We
sell our milk to Garelick Farms."
The workday starts at 3:30 a.m., but
gone are the days of hand milking. The
Fogler farm employs technology in their
dairy management. Twice a day the animals are herded in groups of 100 to 150,
directed to each side of the parlor and
connected to automated milking units.
The cows wear a necklace with a built-in
electronic chip that identifies the cow,
records the rate and amount oCrnilk production and sends the data to office computers where it is reviewed and analyzed.
"Cows give an average of 70 pounds
of milk per day," said Fogler,"When production falls below 10 pounds,the cow is
checked for illness."
The Fogler farm uses bovine somatotropin (BST), a bovine growth hormone,to increase milk production.

EXERCISE

the
crops are
sold to nearby farms.

In the past, potatoes were stored and
shipped unwashed to the processing plant
in Connecticut. Today, farmers are
required to wash the potatoes just before
shipping, and the extra step increases
handling and preparation costs.
Harvested spuds are stored at 55degrees in climate-controlled
bays. Each storage compartment holds 55,000 pounds
of potatoes. If the temperature drops, the starcht o sugar
conversion
changes
and visible
bruises are
formed.
"The higher sugar
enhances
content
browning and produces
a better looking chip,"
said Maryanne Smith
of
Sebasticook
Packers, a storage
facility. Potatoes are
shipped to a processing
plant in
Connecticut
between November and June.

cattle grazing are other conversation
measures used on the farm.
The farm began operation more than
30 years ago and supplies Maine natural
organic
food stores with fresh
produce. The growers also participate in
farmers' markets in Orono, Belfast,
Camden and Northeast Harbor. Organic
farming provides a livable wage because
of greater latitude in setting prices, since
people are willing to pay more for the
high-end products. "I come in with the
price that I need and keep it [throughout
the season I," said Guzzi.
Consumers purchase organic foods
that are grown and processed according
to federal standards knowing exactly
what they are buying. Regulations ban
the use of biotechnology or irradiation in
organic products that are grown without
the use of synthetic pesticides and fertilizers.
Organic farming is Much more than
just a set of rules. It's a holistic approach
to agricultural management that encompasses animal health and land conservation.
Page Farm and Home Museum

Built between 1860 and 1865,the barn
housing the Page Farm and Home
Peacemeal Farm,Dixmont
Museum predates the University and is
the last agricultural building on campus.
The final stop was Peacemeal Farm in The museum is home to myriad houseSmith Dixmont, a certified-organic garden cov- hold items and farm equipment that
Potato Farm
ering six acres. Because of hilly terrain, recreates rural life in Maine from 1865 to
the Soil Conservation Service was con- 1940.
Smith Potato Farm in sulted, and diversion ditches were dug to
The PFHM currently has "four buildCorinna is a third-genera- capture spring run off and stop soil ero- ings, a garden, an orchard and a new cartion farm that produces pota- sion.
riage house," said Patricia Henner, musetoes for the Frito Lay chip indusDiverse crops are raised using envi- um director.
try. They have approximately 500 acres ronmental-friendly. non-chemical meth"In years past, annual Old Farm Days
cultivated for potatoes and also grow ods."We use about three miles or 15,000 were held that offered statewide lectures
corn that they sell for animal feed.
feet of black plastic and the same amount and was an agricultural alumni tradiThe current owner, Carl C. Smith, of row covers" to protect warm weather tion," Henner said.
bought the farm in 1961.
Now, PFHM provides field trips and
crops such as tomatoes, melons and pep"We harvest an average of about 18- pers from frost, said Mark Guzzi, a grad- workshops where people can reminisce
trailer loads a day, which is approximate- uate of the UMaine Sustainable and learn. The next tour, scheduled for
ly two acres of potatoes," said Smith.
Agriculture Program. Crop rotation and April 2004, will tour a maple syrup farm.
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The end
of an era

A soap box to
call your own
In an essay on the free trade of
ideas,the writer Gilbert Chesterson
correctly estimated: "People
generally quarrel because they cannot argue." Seventy-five years have
not dimmed the importance of
Chesterson's distinction, nor should
they. In a society where free speech
is habitually preached, but seldom
exercised,it has become large-scale
truth to accept the figment of
expression before its physical reality is harnessed. The consequences
are often damningly evident; quarreling — egregious and private —
can surpass argument as a means of
dissension. This is wrong.
Long before the advent of a
University wide e-mail system, the
pages of this publication served as
an argumentative middle ground
where ideas and concepts were discussed and debated. Though electronic conferencing has often taken
the place of the well written letter to
the editor,the private chat or closed
door discussion carries little of the
weight of a publicly stated dissertation on an event or policy. The
Maine Campus' opinion section
exists solely to promote this public
forum; unfortunately, like free
speech itself, it too often stands
merely as a prop — circumvented
and discarded.
The Maine Campus frequently
allows the illusion of monopoly:
When there is only one paper in
town, there is only one opinion in
town. But this illusion is dangerous,
and misguided. Although the
paper's editorial board monitors the
content of each section, letters to
the editor are, and will continue to
be the free property of the staff and
students at UMaine.
There is no more poignant place
to levy criticism or praise of an
opinion, policy or story than within
the pages of the publication that
printed the offending copy. This is
your student newspaper. But this is
also your soapbox. Complain and
commend in a constructive fashion.
Let your voice be heard. Freedom
of speech is a right that should be
cherished and exercised, and there
is no better place within the confines of Orono to promote your
opinion,than within our pages.

Who am I?

FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS

'Total Recall: Cali-style'
Big dreams,small minds
There is now a deck of cards
available featuring the California
recall election candidates. It's a
takeoff of the now infamous set
showered over the Iraqi people
featuring 52 of the most-wanted
members from the deposed
Hussein regime following the
nominal end of the war waged
there. You'll find Arnold, Gary
and even Larry in this deck. It's
called "Total Recall" and it's just
one reason why any pundit worth
his spit will have long ago
labeled this fiasco a three-ring
circus.
The deck's name is an homage
to the ringleader of this bunch,
Arnold Schwarzenegger, the
action star who would now like to
be known as a politician — a bat-

ANTHONY
LAPLUME
FOR ME MAINE CAMPUIS
tie that could easily become the

answer to an SAT analogy quiz
with the equivalent being
Madonna as actor. Thanks to the
hundred or so wannabes who
grabbed at the chance to lose in
indignity, Arnold is not really all
that special. The Gary I spoke of
earlier? He's Gary Coleman, who
took his lead from the film "The
Grapes of Wrath" and figured his
redemption would come in
"Orange County." The Larry?
He's Larry Flynt, who is taking
his lead from the film "The

'The dark side of Coca-Cola
"Some folks say it's the nectar of the gods, but coke is the
drink of death squads," sings
folk artist David Rovics.
Let's face it, Coca-Cola
owns the University of Maine.
Administrators gave CocaCola an exclusive contract in
exchange for funding the
Memorial Union construction.
In "Screwing College Kids,"

Aaron Skilling accuses CocaCola of profiting at the student's expense. As a transnational corporation, Coca-Cola
specializes in screwing workers and stealing from students.
Since 1989, the Coca-Cola
Corporation has rumored to
have had nine trade-unionists
workers
assassinated, 16
imprisoned, and hundreds of
others tortured and/or kid-

napped in Columbia. Every
time UMaine students drink
coke, they indirectly murder
Colombian laborers.
But why would the CocaCola company want to kill bottling-plant workers? Like other
anti-union companies i.e.WalMart, Whole Foods Market -Coca-Cola does not want their
workers to organize. The horSee LETTERS page 9
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People Vs. Larry Flynt," which
he might not realize was about
him.
Bizarre candidates are not that
unusual. Jesse Ventura managed
it, though admittedly with more
of an idea of what he wanted to
accomplish than any of the folks
now duking it out in California.
The Great Sasuke managed it in
Japan, and he even kept his mask
on. His successful argument was
that the people elected him with it
on — why take it off?
Apart from proving professional wrestlers can make it in
politics, the cases of Ventura and
Sasuke prove that it is possible to
be questionable and still win.
Hang in there, Gary Coleman!

Head Copy Editor Julia Hall
Copy Editors Noelle Richard, Rick Redmond
Advertising Sales Molly Johnson
Production Asst. M.Keene, A. Skilling

I have an announcement to
make. This is the end of an era.
I'm turning my back on the
last 12 years of my life. I'm
abandoning a sinking ship. By
the time this article reaches
print, I will no longer be a
dork.
I'm turning in my D20's
and my hardcover copy of
"Hitchhikers Guide to the
Galaxy." I'm recycling my
back issues of Inquest. I vow
never to utter the word "mana"
again. I shall never download
another Red Dwarf episode off
Direct Connect. I can't do it
anymore. You, dear reader,
may wonder why I'm doing
such a thing.
It's because I've seen one
too many Trendy McWhores
walking around with "dork"

neatly labeled somewhere on
their ensemble.
Dork used to be a hateful
term branded into our flesh by
the traditionally evil football
team. But now this campus is
infested with hipster kids
walking around with trendy
trucker hats with our word on
them. They only delve into the
oxymoronically
popular
aspects of dork. You can ask
them anything about Sonic
Youth, but they don't know
that the "TIE" in "TIE fighter"
stands for Twin Ion Engine. I
doubt they've ever even heard
of a Paladin, let alone nurture
one up to level 20.
Dork is our word. We
earned it. Sure, you can slip on
the Buddy Holly glasses, but if
you've never been stuffed into
a gym locker then I don't want
to stand in line for Star Wars
Ill with you. I was there when
we had THACO, before third
edition came along and
Dungeons and Dragons lost
the -Advanced" prefix. I was
See DORK page 9
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Recall
Soon, we might know at least
what you're talkin"bout!
Possible? Yeah, sure it is.
Probable? No.
The subject of this recall is
Gray Davis, and though his fate
will be decided the same night his
successor could be decided, he
can still make the argument that
whatever the results are, they
have the potential to be as disastrous as his recent tenure as governor has been.
His mutinous Lt. Governor
Cruz Bustamante has the lead in
public polling over Arnold who
has taken everything he knows
from the Antonio Banderas-led
"Mask of Zorro" film of a few

Dork
playing Magic: The Gathering
before Mirage came out and
started the trend of releasing a
new pricey set every four
months. To quote a T-shirt I
saw at the mall,"I was uncool
long before being uncool was
cool."
Now when I see so-called
dorks, I can feel no connection
to them. I feel like a second
edition magic user in a third
world.
There's
edition
nowhere for me to turn. f love
the nerds. They're great and
all, but I don't fit in. I'll play a
few hours of Halo with.;the'rn,
but when it's time to go and
they ask me for my IP address
I get very quiet.
The geeks have their
moments, don't get me wrong,
I just don't have the patience
for HTML code and Matrix references. Besides, I hate anime.
The Dweebs are the lowest
rung on the loser ladder.
They're the pallid-skinned
pariahs who only hazard natu-

Letters

from page 8
years back. Don't believe me?
The way he pronounces the state
in question is the same way the
villains do in that film. I'm not
saying that he's a villain, but
don't be surprised if his eventual
campaign objectives include saving the oppressed population
from wicked Spanish rule.
P.T. Barnum wisely said that
there's a sucker born every
minute. We'll soon find out just
how many of them are
Californians. If you're Arnold,
that's pronounced "Cal-ee-fornians." The rest of us can sit back
and enjoy the show.
Anthony Laplume is a senior
English major.

from page 8
ral sun light when Battlenet is
down. As a general rule I shun
anyone, male or female, with
facial hair longer then an inch.
I wouldn't join them even if
they shed 24-karat gold dandruff.
I don't know what I'm
going to be now. I probably
won't be anything recognizable. I'm not smart enough to
be a nerd, and I'm far too cool
to be a dweeb. I've never run a
Web site, so geekdom is out
for me.
I'm not entirely sure how
I'm going to go about my life.
I wonder if I should have a
transformation ceremony, kind
of the opposite of when Ogre
Lambda
Lambda
joined
Lambda. I'm sure I could start
watching sports and banging
broads, but it's going to feel
really hollow for the first few
months.
Mike Hartwell knows that
stands for All Terrain
-AT
AT
Armored Transport.

Are you an asshole?
Denying social responsibility at UMaine
Are we the student body of the
University of Maine or the future
assholes of America?
We may be both. Though we
have the potential to exceed the
expectations the cynical baby
boomers hold for us, in the name of
tradition and in the habit of laziness,
we may be learning to make the
same mistakes made by our parents'
generation — following obediently
in doomed footsteps and forgetting
that this nation will soon be ours to
re-create, not simply to maintain.
In the worst case scenario,
Student Body President Matt
Rodrigue and the members of the
student senate will use their experience in Orono to become the next
George W.Bushes,subverting principles of social responsibility and
honesty in favor ofserving the interests of the corporate elite. The
Maine Campus writers will leave
Orono to continue the current practice, exemplified by the New York
Times or the Washington Post, of
outrageously biased journalism.
Business majors will climb the corporate ladders of Pepsi, Wal-Mart
and Gap and watch their young
laborers with old eyes struggle for
their below-living wage.
Current members of the Maine
Peace Action Coalition,Wilde Stein
and the Student Women's
Association will only find support
in their equally ignored commodi-
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things have given up on their generation's capabilities as they meet the
status quo and complete the
assigned reading for their
Introductions to Life as an
American Laborer classes. This
pessimism takes form in shared
beliefs that legalized marriage for
gays, the end of sweatshop labor, a
sense of confidence in the decisions
of politiCal leaders and media fairness and objectivity will never be
achieved within our lifetimes. .
Such ideas are an enraging copout — a denial of personal responsibility and the product of our laziness.Some political science majors,
business majors, pre-law majors
and journalism majors continue to
see themselves as nothing more
than students,instead of individuals
whose actions,decisions and beliefs
will not just shape, but create, the
future of the nation.
Essentially, students take two
paths when they pass through college. In the first, a "monkey see,
monkey do" approach: The • student excels in courses focusing on
skill-building anti looks to the past

fled dissenters and political rockers

for direction. In the second path,

like today's Pearl Jam and Fifteen.
Their large scale protests, as those
against the war in Iraq, will be dismissed by political leaders as being
insignificant and an inaccurate representation of the majority opinion.
This is the nightmare.
Already several twenty-some-

crucial to building a more just
society instead of maintaining the
flaws of the current one, the student moves beyond the precedents
of the past and is daring enough to
recognize his or her power to fix
looming social problems like
socioeconomic inequality, patriar-

chal tendencies in politics and the
abuse of media power.
We, the students, can and
should recognize our own ability
to re-create America, and further,
the university can take steps to
ensure its students are not cookie
cutter college graduates, but
rather, individuals who have a
passionate commitment to their
fellow Americans.
As the flagship university in the
University of Maine system.department heads should consider requiring more seminar courses that focus
on the issues in each area of study.
Then, business students will be
aware of the consequences of such
practices as sweatshop labor, political science students will understand
that their first responsibility is to
their constituents, not to the corporate bigwigs,and journalism majors
will know that the power of the
media is massive and to abuse that
power is to abuse every audience
member or reader who relies on
them for accurate and complete
information about their community
with which to base their opinions
and actions.
In 20 short years, we will be
the influentilli -adults that we are
now learning from. Our choices
are two. They are black and white
— absolute. There is no middle
ground. We can either blindly follow in the footsteps of those ahead
us. trusting their' eriperience
absolutely, or we can question

their actions, make decisions
based on our own beliefs,and bear
in mind our responsibility to those
we affect in our pursuits of the
capitalist ideal.
Tracy Collins is a junior
journalism major.

Straight guy on 'queer eye'
Television plays up the flaming-stereotypes

from page 8

Like my father, and his father
before him, I love to make
name of profit.
rific conditions in Colombian
As consumers, we constant- assumptions about that which I do
bottling factories force workers
to join together. Coca-Cola ly make choices. We decide not understand. What I do underwhether we want Corona or the stand though, I mostly get from
then sends in paramilitary
Bud Light, macaroni watching prime-time television.
cheaper
squads
death
forces. These
or Ramen, or Pepsi Everything I know about science,
cheese
and
kill
halls,
burn down the union
hold a company's I got from "The Jetsons."
We
Coke.
or
union leaders and force the
hands. We have Everything I have ever learned
our
in
profit
these
After
members to resign.
stop companies about math, I got from "Family
to
power
the
Coke
union,
forces choke the
from suppress-. Guy." And finally, everything I
Coca-Cola
like
workers.
brings in lower-paid
and malse know about homosexuality I
rights
workers'
ing
workers
In 1996, experienced
learned by watching "Queer Eye
working
better
conditions.
and
month
per
were paid $340
Tiffany
For the Straight Guy."
Warzecha
who
laborers
were replaced by
Freshman
Now herein lies a problem.
anthropology
All
month.
only made $130 a
is not known for its
major
Television
this violence happened in the
accurate portrayal of, well, anything. "The Jetsons" depiction of
Tr
science goes as far as treadmills
and briefcase cars, "Family Guy"
AMPUS Thumbs Up / Thumbs Down is not about math, and "Queer
Eye" illustrates homosexuals as
with nothing but sex
• Dollar drafts at the • Pubic hair on toilet fruitcakes
on their minds. The
fashion
and
seats
•
Staar Club
the
that
fact
math and science
not shown outhave
communities
• Urinal trofts
•'The Winslow'at
rage about these shows does not
• Football team's
Memorial Ubion
surprise me. What does surprise
me is that I have not heard a sinperformance
•Pepsi.
gle complaint about "Queer Eye
For the Straight Guy."
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The basis of the show: Five
very effeminate gay males find a
straight guy and give him a total
life makeover. In stereotypingterms, they make him "gayer."
Like "Captain Planet and the
Planeteers," each guy has a specialty in one element of being gay.
There's the cuisine guy, the culture guy. the interior design guy,
the fashion guy and the grooming
guy. Using their magic gay-intuition, the "Fab Five" — or as I
Sisters' ala
prefer 'The
"Shawshank Redemption" —
alter every piece of the hetero's
life, making it cleaner, neater and
more aesthetically pleasing.
Throughout the course of an
episode, the queer men make
snide and catty remarks about the
straight guy's lifestyle and then
afterward say things like "If you
ever want to make out,just let me
know" — just as every gay

stereotype tells us they would.
Something tells me that this
show is neither groundbreaking
nor is it making "one giant leap
for gay-kind." Instead it is rehashing the stereotypes thiloiir
culture has come to know and
accept and uses gays as a novelty
that we can all look at as "cute"
and "funny."
Almost every show on television that features homosexuals
does this. Take "Will and Grace"
for example. Will's flamboyant
friend Jack spends every episode
trying to find a sexy new man or
further his Broadway career. Even
Showtime's "Queer As Folk" porbeing sexual
trays gayg
deviants out to get one another.
It won't be until a show portrays a homosexual as a person
and not as a flaming ball of gay
fire that it will be called groundbreaking. Apathy towards shows
like "Queer Eye For the Straight
Guy" is only going to cause
activists to take one step back in.
their long journey for equality.
Travis Bourassa is a sophomorejournalism mgjor.
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Style
Staying
up late
By Kyle Webster
Style Editor

CAMPUS PHOTOS • MOIRE DANIEL
Above: JUGGLING DUO
— Jason and Matt
Tardy, two brothers
who comprise the juggling sensation "Two,"
perform one of their
amazing juggling acts
at Saturday's "Late
Night in Memorial
Union."
Left: BREATHE IN,
BREATHE OUT —
Hypnotist Michael
Anthony convinces
these willing volunteers
that their shoes are
actually oxygen masks.

The idea of a sober Saturday
night is something that the
University of Maine student
body as a whole does not readily embrace all that often. This
year,
however,
Campus
Activities Board is continuing a
program they began..last semester in an effort to offer an alternative to the "drunken Saturday
nights" that most college students know So well. This program is "Late Night in the
Memorial Union."
This past Saturday, the first
of three "Late Nights" for this
semester occurred with a large
turnout of students, parents and
musical acts. This particular
event was meant to be a more
laid-back, relaxing night, as
compared to the future "Late
Nights," due to its timing during Friends and Family
Weekend, according to Kristen
Rand, student chair for CAB.
Activities included psychics,
karaoke and air-brush tattooing. In addition, those in attendance had the opportunity to
hear acoustic music in Union
Central, the women's a capella
group Renaissance in the
Bookstore, and a hypnotist and
jugglers in Hauck Auditorium.
Attendance was high, with
over 150 people at the jugglers
and 418 people at the hypnotist,
See LATE NIGHT on page 13

Bangor Symphony plays to success
By Gina Reppuccl
For The Marne Campus
Ever hear that classical music makes
you more focused, more able to study,and
generally smarter? I'm not sure if that's
true or not, but after enjoying the Bangor
Symphony Orchestra's first performance

Review
in their 2003-2(X)4 Classical Concert
series. I certainly don't see how it couldn't
be.
Composed of65 members and foundLA in 1896,the BSO IS a shining example
of wonderful talent and hard work.Led by
maestro Xiao- Lu Li, whose musical
attributes and experiences abound, the
orchestra gave a performance that left
young and old feeling as if they had just
experienced something bigger than themselves.
The concert opened with a drum roll
and the National Anthem,and then moved
directly on to the first piece,entitled"XL"

by J. Mark Scearce, who was there to witness the perfirmance. It was an enticing
way to open the series — the piece perfectly showcased the talents of both the
orchestra and the conductor.
Following "XL" was Niccolo
Paganini's Violin Concerto No.1 in D
major. I'll admit, the first movement was
a little lengthy, but there's a difference
between disliking composition and disliking performance. The BSO set the stage
wonderfully for the upcoming movement,
featuring guest violinist Corey Cerovsek.
Cerovsek's amazing performance was
not really a big surprise considering he
began playing at the age of five, graduated from the University of Toronto's Royal
Conservatory of Music at age 12, and
went on to receive his bachelor's degrees
in mathematics and music at 15, both
masters at 16, and then finished his doctoral Work in both at 18. My question is,
where did he find time for pizza and
sleep'? It seemed that he was not really
playing the violin, but more that the violin
was playing him. There were some
incredibly difficult arpeggios that flowed

through him into his instrument, and
though I didn't see the score, some of
those notes seemed so high off the staff
that they'd need a parachute to come back
down. Following an intermission, the
Sergei
orchestra
performed
Rachmaninoff's Symphony No. 2 in
minor. An incredibly beautiful — and
incredibly long — piece, it was a great
way to conclude the performance.
The musicianship present on the stage
in the Maine Center for the Arts was
breathtaking. Prior to each concert, the
orchestra rehearses about six times in two
or three hour blocks. With an energetic
conductor and devoted instrumentalists,
some of which are UMaine professors and
staff, the performances should not be
missed by anyone on this campus.
The concert wasn't perfect: the strings
had a tendency to overpower the brass and
woodwinds, and that dynamic tended to
lack energy in some of the quieter spots in
the pieces. Never mind the fact that I had
a few middle-aged guys in front of me
See BSO on page 13

COURTESY PHOTO • BANGOR SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
A member of the BSO plays his tuba.
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skylines
Parks in Bangor offer relaxing
times, shows, recreation
By Luke Krummel
Staff Writer
Bangor is often overlooked
by students when searching for
a good time, yet this city has a
lot to offer in tarea of culture, arts and activities. One of
Bangor's nicest attributes is its
many, varied parks. From
downtown,
city-oriented
parks, to more natural, hiking
parks, Bangor definitely has a
wealth of park land for
UMaine students to enjoy.
One of the more popular
parks in the Queen City is
Cascade Park on State Street.
It is located past the mall, near
Eastern Maine Medical Center.
Its most eye-catching feature
is the large fountain directly in
the middle of the grounds.
Beyond the attractive water
displays, Cascade features a
large gazebo with benches that
provide a nice shelter should
the weather suddenly change
or the sun begin to blaze a little too much. Also at Cascade
is a mini-walking trail. It's no(
massive, but it's just a fun'
jaunt through the rest of the
- park and the surrounding
woods.
Another fan favorite is Bass
Park, located in the area surrounding and encompassing
the Bangor Auditorium on
Main Street. Features of this
park include the a.uditorium,

various sports fields and a
large statue of lumberjack legend Paul Bunyan. This park
holds events including the
annual high school basketball
tournaments, as well as stints
from such performances as the
WWE and Disney on Ice. This
park also has a gazebo which
plays host to a variety of entertainment including summer
.concerts featuring the Bangor
Band. Two years ago, the New
England Patriots put the park
in the Northeast spotlight, as
several players and coaches
paraded the recently earned
Super Bowl trophy around.
park,
popular
Another
which holds the namesake of
Maine's most historically
prominent politician, Hannibal
Hamlin, is located in ,downtown Bangor. This park stands
along the Kenduskeag Stream
in the immediate downtown
region. The park's most dominant point is the centrally
located statue of Hamlin.
There isn't too much to do in
this park, except sit back and
enjoy a lunch break, but that is
what most downtown parks are
for.
Around the corner from this
area is West Market Square,
another small downtown park.
This park includes an interesting art structure that stands in
the middle of a small fountain.
Just as with Hamlin. this park

CAMPUS PHOTOS • DENISE FARWELL
Top left: West Market Square sits
nestled in downtown Bangor in front
of area businesses such as the
Grasshopper Shop and the Whig and
Courier Pub. Above: A view from the
top of the waterfall at Cascade Park
in Bangor. Left: Suzanne Humphries
and her dog, Henry, play fetch at
Kenduskeag Park in Bangor on
Friday,
does not have a ton to do, but
it's still enjoyable all the same.
Beyond the downtown area,
up. the Kenduskeag is a park
that consists of several walking trails along the river. This
park is relatively nature-oriented and provides biking
trails and picnic tables. In
recent years, this area has
heconic
well-known
for

sketchier purposes, but it's
still a nice place to relax, ride
your bike or take a nap in the
sun.
Most students from UMaine
only know about one or two
parks in the Bangor region,
however, there are many more
and they have a lot to offer. So,
hop on a bike, grab a hiking
stick or ask for that lunch to

go and get outside and see
Bangor.
For information on the
parks of Bangor. check out
www.bgrme.org, then click on
Government Operations and
then Parks and Recreation.
Here you can find information
about shows, events and
opportunities these various
parks have to offer. •

VITAL STATS: Bangor Parks
A few "best ofs" for
Bangor parks as chosen
by members of The
Maine Campus staff.

for studying - Cascade Park

for pictures - Cascade Park

for watching crazies - Pickering Square

for playing checkers - West Market Square
for performances - Bass Park

for dates - Cascade Park
for biking - City Forest

for pick-up sports - Stillwater Park
for parking - Thomas Hill

for lunch - Hannibal Hamlin Park

for skating - Bangor Skatepark

for sketchiness - Kenduskeag Park
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"Anything Else" falls
short of everything else
By Lace Shumway
Movie Critic
I'll be honest; when I was
assigned to review the new
movie
Allen
Woody
hadn't
I
Else,"
g
"Anythin
even heard of it. But even
though I had mixed feelings
about sitting through an Allen
flick, I went to the theater
with an open mind.
Prior to going, I did a little
research, and the trailer they
had at Fandango.com made it
sound like a pretty good comedy. So I sat in the dark and
held my breath, hoping I'd be
surprised, despite my misgiving.

point that every time he
opened his mouth, I wanted to
smack him.
You want to feel sorry for
Jason Biggs' character, up and
coming screen writer Jerry
Falk, but you really can't. He
is just as bad, if not worse
than the characters screwing
up his life. You really have no

idea why some of them are
even there except to make this
poor guy's existence as miserable an experience as possible.
Devito plays Jerry Falk's
manager, whose only client is
Falk himself. Christina Ricci
See REVIEW on page 13

Review
Alter the first two scenes,
however, I regretted dragging
friends with me. I knew this
experience would be painful.
So I just "closed my eyes, gritted my teeth, and laid still"
imagining I was anywhere
else, while the film ran its
course.
The one redeeming value to
this plot-less, waste of a theater-goer's money was the
amazing cast. But, even top
notch actors like Danny
Devito and Stockard Channing
could not save the horribly
boring characters they portrayed. Their talents were
tragically wasted.
Allen's character, David
Dobel, ranted and raved
throughout the movie to the

CAMPUS PHOTO • SARAH BIGNEY
GOD ROCKS — Chris Madden,from the group Ignition,
played Friday night at The Edge," a new Christian
rock event in Orono.

On 'The Edge'of
Christian worship
By Jesse Davis
Staff Writer

COURTESY PHOTO • ANYTHINGELSE-THEMOVIE.COM
BLUE-BALLED LOVE — Christina Ricci and Jason
Biggs star in Woody Allen's newest film.
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AN piercings cire $8.00 including jewelry
Hospital grade sterilization
State licensed & inspected
Single use needles & inks
35 years combined experience
Evergrowitig line of jewelry & artwork
Exixmded to accomodate our growing clientel
Specializing in custom ft portrait work
15% discount on tattoos with student ID
25 North Main St_ BREWER

989-2436

Every Friday at the Orono
United Methodist Church, you
will find something a little different. They call it "The Edge," and
it's a worship service with a
twist. It includes a band and is
aimed at high-schoolers and college students.
The band, called Ignition, is
made up of a drummer, bassist,
lead singer/guitarist, another guitarist, three backup singers and
even a violinist.
Around 30 people showed up
this past Friday evening for the
live music, fellowship and free
popcorn. As they sat, one of the
church regulars opened up with a
short prayer, then discussed the
goals of the new service. They
hope to make "The Edge" an
event that brings people of all
Christian denominations together
to worship in a common place.
Ignition then took the stage
and asked the audience to stand.
They played a lively style of worship music, trying to get the
crowd into it by asking them to
sing the echo during the chorus
of their first song and giving
them hand motions for a few
lines of another song.
After the first song, they
paused for yet another short
prayer because they had not been
able to practice as a full band
before, only in parts, and wanted
help so it would go well. The
service then continued as they
played a variety of obvious
crowd favorites, having fun and

worshipping the whole time.
When the music was done,
another church member came up
and began to share scripture
with the audience, encouraging
them to hear what the Lord had to say.
Following the scripture reading, everyone was invited to join
in prayer and silent meditation,
allowing all denominations to
pray in whatever way their particular sect of Christianity
believed was correct.
Then it was time to speed
things back up, and Ignition took
the stage once again. Jamming
their way through another set of
worship music, they used the
music to bring you to an emotional height, then dropped down
to a tone of reverent worship and
introspection.
At the end of the evening,they
gave everyone the opportunity to
come forward and accept Christ
into their lives in a warm,friendly and emotional state. Most
stayed where they were, but
some walked to the front of the
room and knelt, either accepting
Jesus for the first time or renewing their already established
beliefs.
For Chriaimmonweampus who are looking for a way to worship
with a little more spice and a
focus on music, "The Edge" is
the event for you. It will keep
you interested and replenish your
faith. Not to mention the free
popcorn!
"The Edge" is a weekly worship/ concert service on Fridays
at 6 p.m.
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Allen flick sub-par
series, was a huge disappointment as the leading man in
g Else." Everything
,
"Anythin
girlfriend
plays Jerry Falk's
character, from his
his
the
about
Amanda, who spends
lines to an illscripted
blue
badly
whole movie giving Jerry
only served
wardrobe,
halls because she is having fitting
reminder
painful
Channing as another
arousal issues.
plays Amanda's mother, a of the actor's wasted potencharacter who does manage to tial.
The total randomness and
shine when she brings home
lack of humor in this movie
her 26-year-old boyfriend and
snorts cocaine with her daugh- make it one to be avoided,
despite the all-star cast. In all
ter.
Biggs, who got his big honesty, "Anything Else" is
break in the "American Pie" anything but entertaining.
From REVIEW on page 12

CAMPUS PHOTO • MOIRE DANIEL
at Saturday's "Late
tattoo
an
airbrush
applying
Martikke
ARTIST AT WORK — Chris
Night" in Memorial Union.

'Late Night' provides fun
From LATE NIGHT on page 10
as well as several hundred
attending the other events. The
members of CAB seemed
thrilled with these numbers,
and Joe Mollo, director of
CAB, boasted about them continually throughout the night.
"The turnout for Two [the
juggling act] was a little under
what I expected," Rachyl
Coakley, the Maine Attractions
chair for CAB, said. "But, the
turnout for Michael Anthony
[the hypnotist] was great and I
really hope those people stick
around after it's finished."
These two events did cost
patrons money, which is unusual for "Late Night," but
Coakley explained that this was
due to their heightened costs
and the rental fee for Hauck.
The juggling act began at
7:30 p.m. and the hypnotist followed afterwards at 9:30 p.m.
The hypnotist made his hour
and a half show very interactive
and humorous by inviting multiple members of the audience
up on stage. He got members
of the student body to flirt with
a broom, change their names,
fall asleep and throw themselves across several people as
a safety belt, among other
things.
"It was weird," Jennilee
Holmes, a sophomore art histo-

ry major who was one of those
hypnotized on stage, said. "I
really believe it was real."
Outside of Hauck were the
more traditional, free activities.
A line of students, up to 25 long
at times, stood waiting to get
tattoos or hear from psychics
about their futures, while others
sat on the couches listening to
the musical acts.
At 9 p.m., a group of roughly 75 people gathered inside the
Bookstore to hear the first confor
year
the
of
cert
Renaissance. The audience
included friends, family members and random shoppers who
stopped to listen.
"It was a really good experience," Marianne Iuliucci, a junof
member
and
ior
our
gets
"It
said.
ce,
Renaissan
name out there."
The Bookstore may seem
like a rather unconventional
place for such a performance,
but Bill Hockensmith, the
director of the Bookstore, said
that it wasn't such an unusual
idea.
"The Bookstore is part of the
Union and we support all the
efforts of CAB and what
do,"
to
trying
they're
-We
said.
Hockensmith
thought, why not, we'll give it
a try. Selling textbooks does get
boring after awhile."
The Karaoke venue in the

Stillwater Canal Co., which is a
weekly event, was dotted with
the usual attendants, as well as
a mixture of parents and those
who stumbled upon the event,
causing a larger than average
crowd.
"We have a huge crowd
tonight," Kirstin Hayward, the
host of last Saturday's karaoke,
said. "It's awesome."
The next two Late Nights
will be much different. The
theme of the next one, scheduled for Oct. 24, is Harvest
Fest, according to Jessica
Shaw, graduate assistant to
Campus Activities and Events.
The last for the semester will
be held Nov. 21 and will be a
Sports night. It will be held in
the Field House and will
include various sports-oriented
activities including mini-golf
and a Velcro wall.
These events are becoming a
staple to campus life and are
growing in popularity. CAB
says they see them as being
important and will continue
offering more diversity of
activities throughout the year.
More and more people welcome the event as an alternative
to drinking.
"It gives the kids something
to do that goes beyond nine or
10," Coakley said. "It's an
alternative to going out and
partying."

COURTESY PHOTO • BANGOR SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
STRUNG ALONG — String musicians for the Bangor
Symphony Orchestra perform.

BSO opens new season
From ISO on page 10
who whispered through the entire
concert and at intermission enlightened me of their comparison of the
BSO to ZZ Top. But those are
minor things — it was pleasurable
to listen to and very well attended.
The BSO performances are free
for UMaine students. They will perform four more classical concerts
and a finale at the MCA this season.
In addition, they will present "The
Nutcracker" with the Robinson
Ballet Company, a tradition for 19
years,and in April they will perform
with the University of Maine
Singers and the Oratorio Society.
Preceding every performance in
the Classical Concert series is a pre-

view with musicologist David
Klocko. who leads an informative
discussion on the upcoming pieces.
MI performances in the Concert
Series are held at 3 p.m.at the MCA.
Tickets are sold as season passes or
on an individual basis for non-students, and free or charged tickets
should be reserved by calling 207942-5555 or 800-639-3221, or by
visiting www.bangorsymphony.com.
The only way executive director
Susan Jonason can describe what
viewers have to look forward to this
season is "more of this!" If you
don't yet know what the "this" is,
you should come to the next performance on Nov. 9, because the
year is definitely looking strong for
the BSO.

Want whiter
teeth?
Bleaching is
1/2 price for the
month
of October!
Only $193.00
CALL TODAY TO
SCHEDULE YOUR
APPOINTMENT!

Custom Sports
Guards in color,
if desired!

866-5591

Only $30.00

G.J.FARREN, D.M.D.
379 COLLEGE AVE.
ORONO, ME 04473
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Chomp
5 Winger of films
10 Carnivores'
mouths
14 On the peak of
15 Self-evident
truth
16 Cain's brother
17 Script fora
movie
19 Keyboard goof
20 Diaphanous
21 Stately tree
22 Discernment
23 Traffic advisories
25 Tight spots
26 Wane
29 Agree silently
30 Rejecting
authoritatively
33 Pub choices
35 Suspenseful
novel
37 Mark new prices
39 Prevent
40 Watered silk
41 Methane mixture
44 Rescue
45 Free from
bacteria
46 Corn holder
48 Actor Beatty
49 Steiger and
Stewart
50 Shuffles
52 Office subs
54 Hamlin pest
55 Military foul-up
59 Cookie snack
60 Korea and
Florida
62 Stiff breeze
63 Ta-ta, Gigi
64 Dunce-cap
shape
65 NBA team
66 Browned bread
67 Beer barrels
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getting ruder?
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Dear Poor Rix: My girlfriend and I have decided
to marry. I want to take
her to a special celebration
dinner. Any ideas?
Smitten Steve
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47 Porgy's love
50 Hysteria
51 Moved stealthily
52 Mini-city
53 Toledo's lake
54 Second
opportunity

GOVERNOR GRAY DAVIS
RECALL ELECTION MAY INCLUDE
GREATER ACCOUNTABILITY
OF ALL POLITICIANS,
BUSINESS LEADERS,

SUPERHEROES...

57

61

63

...REPERCUSSIONS
OF THE CALIFORNIA

PAUL

10

13

CAPTAIN RIBMAN in Tele-Visions

0

8

/

19

7 Paper money
8 Wander
aimlessly
9 Singer Grant
10 Brownsville's
Mexican
neighbor
11 Short-haired cat
breed
12 Shed tears
gin fizz
13
18 Poet's Ireland
22 Actress O'Neal
24 Republican
letters
25 JFK bird
26 Merits
27 Sheep call
28 Edification
DOWN
30 Truths
1 Deep singer
31 Pluck
2 Seven-year
32 Love of money
malady?
34 Jurassic beasts
3 Ripped up
36 Joke or choke
4 Fencers'foils
38 Spreadsheets
5 Quayle or Rather 42 Smith and Gore
6 Not worth
43 Red or White
salvaging
team

V;

6

56 Cosmetics
ingredient
57 Hollow
tooth
58 Manipulates
60 Touch lightly
61 Screwball

by Sprengelmeyer & Davis

First suggestion: don't
ask the waiter to split the
check. Poor Rix attempted
this, and discovered that
gravy — when intentionally
spilled by a girlfriend — can
seriously stain a leisure suit.
Many fine restaurants
require a reservation, and
few offer a drive-through
window. Therefore, your
girlfriend will dress nicely.
Put on a real tie, not that
tee shirt with one painted
on it.
When you pick up your
date, remember your manners. Open the car door for
her. Compliment her dress.
If she accidentally burps, do
not say "Good one!"
• At dinner, the server will
hand you a menu that might
be printed in elegant type,
which makes every word
look fancy. Poor Rix once
ordered two servings of
"gratuity."
Ask the server to recommend his favorite dish.
When he describes it, don't
ask "Is it canned?"
On special occasions,
some people order wine.
White wine goes with
seafood or poultry. Red wine
blends with cheese, meat,
and nuts. Poor Rix once got
in trouble asking for a "wine
that comes in my school colors."
Finally, after a highpriced dessert (often something the waiter sets on fire),
you will be presented the
check. If it's more than your
apartment rent, ask if you
can make monthly payments.

Hey, Poor Rix: Do you
think people are ruder
today than ever before? —
Tired and Frustrated
Not long ago Poor Rix
saw a survey that said people are more outspoken than
they used to be.
So last month — accompanied by a tape recorder,
my friend Jim and his dog
Gopher — we conducted our
very own poll.
Completely at Random
(Random is a street near our
house), we asked ten people
"Are folks ruder today than
they were ten years ago?"
Here's what they said:
One little boy answered:
"How should I know? Pni
only eight."
A man in a funny hat
said, "Absolutely...and so
are the residents of my planet."
Two women slapped me.
I'm not sure the second one
was female.
Two guys asked us where
- ti:ezworked, and if there was
an opening.
One woman tried to buy
the dog, but changed her
mind when Jim wouldn't
take a credit card.
A young couple locked in
passionate embrace didn't
hear our question. Nor did
they hear the policeman who
ordered them to "turn down
the heat."
And one guy asked the
dog's name. When we told
him Gopher, he said "Stupid
name for a dog."
We concluded with a
phone survey. Again at
Random (from a pay phone
there), we called ten numbers. Four said "yes," fill
connected us to recorders,
and one psychic boldly predicted our survey would fail.
Is that rude, or what?

BY BILLY O'KEEFE

WWWARBILLY.COM

HAVE YOU SEEN THE COST OF TUITION
THESE DAYS? THEY ARE INCLUDED.
PICK 4002 OWN MAJOR.

TOLD THEM TO SURPRISE ME.
MAKES THEM FEEL MORE SPECIAL
THAT WAY, LIKE THEY'RE INCLUDED.

...JUST TOSS IN THIS SMALL.
APPLICATION FEE, AND BAN! ALL SET!
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CAPTAIN R1BMAN in Pickin* A Winner!

by Sprengelmeyer & Davis

I

.AND

AND,"THE
scABETTE"...

THEN,

THE 'PICKIN'
SCABS'
REUNION
SHOW" .

"PICKIN'
SCABS 3:
PICKIN' TO
THE OLDIES."

IF IT DOES
WELL, THEY
ALREADY HAVE

"PICKIN` SCABS 2:
LAS VEGAS"
PLANNED.
SHE E XCEL LED
ACADEWIICA L Y
ANT)
GRADUATED
TOP OF HER
CLASS •

MEET PEG...

LETS HEAR
FROM
HERSELF

PEG

"DRY BLOOD"
A PICKIN' SCABS

MOVIE

...AND,

"SCAR TISSUE:
'PICKIN' SCABS'
UNCENSORED! - WITH
TOO-SICK-FOR-TV,
'EATING' FOOTAGE"..

...AND,
"INFECTED!"
HOW 'PICKIN'
SCABS'
CHANGED
AMERICA"...

WOULD LIKE
FRIES WITH
YOUR DOUBLE
NICGEEF?

1E) kV'

PEG ATTENDED
NO KNONLEOGE COLLEGE
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DRAFT IN HERE?
lAl FREEZ I NG

ANL,SHE QUICKLY
FOUNO A JOB IN A
THRIVING MARKET.

NO WONDER,
YOU'RE WEARING
NO PANTS

"Nice waxing, Steve."

HE
ADVTEiRES
°FilY
SKU

AVAST, YE
SCURVY DOGS!

JOLLY ROGER.

YO-HO-HO AN()
A BARREL OF RUM.

BY
WILLIAM
MORTON
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PIRATE

PIECES OF EIGHT.
DEAD MEN TELL
NO TALES.
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mortcoemindspring.coin
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Heavy resistance

C -u•DENISE FAkv,dL___
UMaine's Alaina Kleparek scores against the University of Denver during Friday's volleyball match. The Pioneers went on
to win three out of
four games. The loss was Maine's fourth in a row, dropping their season record to 6-6.

'6'e ecampus Classifie d s
min
MISCELLANEOUS
WORK FOR PEACE!!! 2
work-study jobs open
in Peace Studies
Program. Call/email
Barb Blazej, 581-2625.

THE PROTECTION AMERCAN EXPRESS WORLDWIDE, GARUNTEED BEST

Spring Break 2004 with
STS. America's #1
Student Tour Operator.

BUY, 1 FREE TRIP FOR
EVERY 10 PAID, OR

Hiring campus reps.
Call for group discounts. Info, reserva-

CASH STARTING WITH
FIRST BOOKING, MAKE

IRAVEL
#1 Spring Break

YOUR SPRING BREAK
EXXTREME

Vacations! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas,

EXXTREME VACATIONS,
INC.

Florida, Texas! Best
Prices. Free Parties &
Meals!,
1-800-234-7007

1-800-336-2260
USA SPRING
BREAK.com

www.endleihsurnmentours.com

Cancun, Bahamas,

SELL SPRING BREAK
TRIPS, ALL THE FUN &

Acapulco, Jamaica &
More! Don't be fooled!

ASST. JOB Seeking help
with speechwriting,
getting ready for the
day, daily chores, driving. etc. $9/hr.
info@billpicard.com

tions: 1-800-648-4849.
Spring Break '04 with
Maxim &
Studenteity.com. Free
trips. Cash and VIP status as a campus rep.!
Book early for FREE
MEALS, FREE DRINKS &
150% lowest.
HELP WANTED
UNIQUE PERSONAL

Want to be a star?
Hollywood Production
Company seeking
videos for TV show.
Win $2500. For additional information
www.crazycolIegepranks.com

$20/mediation. Call x/639.

Advertise inThe

Maine
Campus. Call
581-1273
between 8:30
a.m. and 4:30
p.m. to place
your classified
advertisement.

CNUM wants people
with mediation training or interest

www.mainecampus.com
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Soccer returns from Dartmouth with a tie
By Matthew Conyers
Staff Writer
It was a game that the
University of Maine men's soccer team knew was going to be a
battle and it fell nothing short of
one. On Saturday afternoon the
Black Bears packed their bags
and headed for Hanover, NH to
face a Dartmouth team keying on
a victory. Dartmouth was looking to avenge the stinging defeat
they suffered in their last game
of the season in 2002 at the
hands of Maine. To snatch the
victory in last season's game
Maine needed a heroic overtime
goal to put them over the top.
The only difference this year was
that the two teams needed two
overtime periods to decide the
outcome. The teams finished in a

1-1 tie, giving Maine its first tie
of the season. Maine moved to 33-1 on the season, while
Dartmouth notched its record at
2-0-2.
The game had all the makings
of a great match. It featured the
seventh and ninth ranked teams
in New England going head to
head on'a beautiful autumn day.
It brought with it the return of
All-America East second team
member Daniel Florez and junior
Matthew Bernal to Maine's midfield. Before the game, Maine
head coach Travers Evans was
eager to see how his team would
perform with the return of these
key players. It was also Maine's
first game back after suffering a
tough one against University of
New Hampshire in the kick off
game of the America East regular

season. Evans said he believed it
could have gone either way and
showed that Maine could hang
with anyone. So, it came as no
surprise when it took all of regulation and two overtime periods
to determine that the teams were
just about even.
Dartmouth got on the board
first with a goal from senior forward Rob Daly, who fired a shot
from the edge of the penalty area
past Maine keeper Chad
Mongeon.The goal, which came
in the 26th minute, was Daly's
fourth goal of the season and
came off an assist from sophomore Darnell Nance. The two
teams entered the half with
Maine trailing by one goal, a
deficit that would not last long in
the second half. Maine quickly
tied the game early in the second

half after junior Justin Stockforci
finished a cross from sophomore
Cooper Friend. The goal marked
Stockford's second goal of the
season and Friend's first point on
the season. Stockford became the
only Maine player to score twice
this season. Maine's other five
goals have been scored by five
different players. Luke Rivard,
Kevin Forgett, Matthew Bernal,
Ben Wilcox and Eric Lemont
have each scored a goal for the
Black Bears.
For the rest of the game neither team could find the back of
the net,although Dartmouth tried
just about everything to get the
ball there. In a game that saw
'Dartmouth out-shoot Maine by
the commanding amount of 23-3,
Mongeon shined in the net for
the Black Bears. With the

onslaught of shots facing him,
Mongeon was able to stop seven
shots and improve his record to
3-1-1 this season. Maine has yet
to allow more than one goal in a
game this season.
The game marked the third
double overtime game for the
Black Bears, an occurrence they
are getting used to. The Black
Bears' other double overtime
games came against LaSalle and
St. Bonaventure. Maine is 2-1 in
games that stretch pass regulation.
After the game,Maine was set
to head to Harvard where they
are poised for a 3:30 p.m. clash
in Cambridge on Wednesday
afternoon. Maine will return
home to Alumni Field next
Saturday at 1 p.m. to face off
against Sacred Heart.

Cross country teams finish one,two at UMass
By Alex Challcen
For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine men's
and women's cross country teams
got their seasons off to a successful
start on Sept. 15 in their meets at the
University otaassachusetts. The
men's team came in first place in
their three-team meet, defeating the
University of Massachusetts and the
University of Vermont.
The
women's team finished second to
Vermont in their meet, outpacing
UMass.
Junior Jeff Caron led the men's
team,finishing in second place overall with a time of 23:05, three seconds behind the first place runner
from UMass.
"Anytime you lose a race by a
mere three seconds, there's always
some disappointment at first," Caron
said. "But after loolcing•at the time
and rethembering that it is still very
early in the season, I put the loss
behind me and was moderately content with the second place finish."
Junior Paul Rupprecht turned in
another solid performance for the
Black Bears. Rupprecht finished
third overall in 23:19, 14 seconds

behind Caron. Both Caron and head
coach- Mark Lech were quick to
praise Rupprecht's effort. "[He]had
a phenomenal race; especially considering it was the first cross country
race he's finished," Caron said.
"He's worked inciedibly hard this
past summer and is a tremendous

year on the men's side, so even
though we only won by one point it
was good," Lech said.
Junior Heather Jovanelli led the
women's team to their second place
Jovanelli covered the course
in 17:58, good enough for third
place and the team's top perform-

'With the talent on this team, if we can all
do that, then I'm sure we will have a very
successful season."
help to the team this year."
In a meet decided • by a single
point, the team required all runners
to make a contribution, and they all
came through with solid performances. Sophomore Ian Fraser finished in fifth place with a time of
23:36,three seconds ahead of teammate and seventh place finisher
Dave Metz. Freshman Brian
Herasymchuck also posted a tenth
place finish in a time of 23:50,locking up the win for the Black Bears.
Lech was pleased with his team's
performance. "We only have one of
our top five runners back from last

ance, although she was not completely satisfied with her performance. "I was hoping to contend with
the winnerfor first,but!staggered to
third by the end of the race. Mental
toughness is something that!need to
work on," Jovanelli said. Lech was
pleased that Jovanelli stepped up to
lead the team after being the program's third runner last season.
Other highlights on the women's
side included freshman Hana
Pelletier. Pelletier is a newcomer to
cross country after being a track
standout in high school,and finished
in seventh place with a time of 18:34

in her first competitive cross country [the championships] are just stepmeet ever. Jovanelli described ping stones that will get me closer to
Pelletier as "Unfailingly eager to get those aspirations," Caron said. "I
better." Lech described Pelletier's have to say,for myself,it would cerperformance as a "big, big thing for tainly be nice to win a race or two
her."
along the way."
Kristi Vidlak, a holdover from
Jovanelli also has goals for the
last year's squad had a solid race, women's team
finishing in 18:03. Annie Howley
"[We want] to be competitive
put in a top 10 performance,finish- with other top schools in the confering ninth in 18:50. Lech was pleased ence such as UNH,UVM,BU and
overall with the women's effort. He Stony Brook [and] continue to be
thought that the margin between strong athletes and heighten our perMaine and Vermontcould have been formances with each passing meet."
closer, but the team is focusing on she said.
better performances down the mad.
As far as the entire team goes,
Both the men's and women's Caron points to each runner's strong
teams'season goals include the year- individual goals. "Each year,every
end championship meets. Lech said runneron the team has his or herown
that he focuses the teams' training goals for the season. Each individual
regimens on being prepared for the is focused on those goals for himself,
championship season. Some teams but as a part of a team goal. When
over-train, but according to Lech, we string all those personal goals
"It's difficult to hold a peak. We together, we form a team goal that is
want to be at our top fitness level at reminiscent in each of our minds.
championship time."
That goal this year, like any other
For his part, Jeff Cajun has big year,is to go out there and run to our
plans for the season. His goal is to absolute limits and leave each meet
be one ofthe top conference individ- with no regrets. With the talent on
ual finishers and help steer the team this team, if we can all do that, then
into the top three.
I'm sum we will have a very suc"All the meets we have before cessful season."

UMaine Sports Hall of Fame inductees announced
By Kyle Smith
For The Maine Campus
Cindy Blodgett, the Clinton,
Maine native, is the most
noticeable name in a strong
class of inductees into the
- University of Maine Sports
Hall of Fame. From the middle
until the late 1990s, Blodgett
injected Aiwa And life into
the, women's is hoops program
while leading the squad to four
consecutive NCAA tournaments. Making the most unbelievable shots look routine,
Blodgett, of the class of 1998,
became the fifth highest career
scorer in NCAA women's basketball history. The women's
basketball program is still

enjoying the rewards that her
exposure brought.
The other inductees, including Chris Imes, captain of the
national championships hockey
team, are just as worthy, if not
as famous. Imes captained the
first UMaine hockey team to
win the national championship.
He was a Hobey Baker award
finalist while receiving AllAmerican honor recognition
twice. Imes also was named
twice to the NCAA all-tournament team. His career went
beyond college as the 1995
graduate played for the
American National hockey
team in the 1994 Winter
Olympics.
Bill Reynolds led the Black

Bear baseball team to three trips
to the College World Series. His
hitting prowess was extraordinary, and he once hit four home
runs in four trips to the plate in
a regional matchup. The 1986
graduate and. four-time letter
winner was the regional final
MVP in 1986 and selected to
the College World Series tournament team that same year. He
had one of the most successful
baseball careers of all time at
UMaine and is third all time in
home runs and seventh in runs
batted in UMaine history.
Harry Violette, class of 1960,
was a force on the offensive line
in the late 1950s. He earned All
Conference honors in football
in 1958 and 1959. That was not

the only sport in which Violette
excelled. He was also an
accomplished hockey coach,
first starting at Belfast High
School and then continuing on
at Winslow High School.
Rounding out the newest
Hall of Fame member list are
Ed Bogdanovich and Terry
Home. Bogdanovich is a
throwback to the multi-sport
athletes of the past. He lettered
in both football and track,
receiving All Conference in
both sports. As a punter,
among other positions, he led
UMaine to numerous conference and state titles in the
early 1950s. In the shot-put
circle, he won the Yankee
Conference title in his senior

year. Horne was also an
accomplished thrower, winning the discus competition at
the Yankee Conference title
meet in 1961. The 1961 graduate also won the hammer throw
three times in 1959, 1960 and
1961.
All of these athletes contributed to the UMaine athletic
tradition. They will be recognized for their accomplishments, at a banquet ceremony at
the Wells Conference Center on
Friday, Oct. 3. They will also be
honored at half-time of the
homecoming football on Oct. 4
against the Richmond Spiders.
Banquet reservations must be
made by Sept. 25 at www.goblackbears.com.
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Levandowski leads women's soccer at home
from SOCCER page 20
her first collegiate goal coming off a rebound that Nelson
was not able to control inside
the box. With the ball bouncing right to her, Levandowski
sent a rocket at the net that
gave Maine a 3-0 lead going

"Consolante's
addition to the
Canadian team
also serves as a
great testament
to the program"
into the half.
Levandowski's hot foot
would continue in the second
half, when she ripped a shot
off the post that pinged into
the back of the net.
Both of Levandowski's
goals were assisted by sophomore
Maureen
McHugh.
Atherley would later say,
"Natasha played very well for
us today and showed her many
attributes as a player."
Only four minutes into the
half the goal made it clear that
Maine had come to play.
Atherley said that Katie
Hodge shone for the team,
which was evident as she
capped off the scoring for the
Black Bears 69 minutes into
the game. She was able to beat
St. Bonaventure's second-half
goalie Lisa Eberhart with a
shot to the right corner of the
net. The Black Bears' keeper,
sophomore Tanya Adorno,finished the game with three
saves and recorded her third
shutout of the season, with the
victory Adorno improved to 5-

CAMPUS PHOTO • MELISSA ARMES
Freshman Natalie Berry helped the UMaine women's soccer team dominate Friday's home game against St.
Bonaventure. The Black Bears outshot the Bonnies 28-6. Freshman Natasha Levandowsk scored the first two goals of
her college career in the rout.
1-0 on the year.
After the game it became
clear that senior forward
Annie Hamel had inched closer to several career records at
UMaine. During the match,
Hamel tallied an assist that
moved her five away from the
all-time career assist record.
She is currently in second with
17 assists. However, that was
not the only record that Hamel
was able move to closer, with

the assist in Friday's game she
was just one point away from
the all-time record of 48
points. Both records Hamel is
pursuing are currently held by
Christina Contardo.
Along with Hamel, another
Maine player achieved an outhonor.
standing
Last
Wednesday, junior defender
Linda Consolante was named
to the Canadian Women's
World Cup Team. Atherley

believes this is one of the
highest honors for a player,
which attests to her tremendous skills.
"Consolante's addition to
the Canadian team also serves
as a great testament to the program," said Atherley. Canada
began the Cup with a match
against Germany on Saturday
and will play Argentina this
Wednesday. After the World
Cup, Consolante will return to

the team.
The Black Bears returned to
action on Sunday, Sept. 21
where they traveled to
America
East
newcomer
University
of MarylandBaltimore, to kick off the
America East regular season.
As of press time, the game had
yet to begin and no information was available.

UMass beats Maine at home
Can the Ban on Books!
Celebrating Banned Books Week
at the University Bookstore

September 22-27
In keeping with this year's theme, we're having
a cannedfood drivefor Manna.
Donate your canned goods at the
Bookstore today!

from FOOTBALL page 20
going to try to get another touchdown.
And he did.
As time ran out in the third
quarter, Whitcomb hit Pereira
for a 56-yard touchdown, making the score 21-16 after an extra
point from Mike Mellow.
Unfortunately for the Black
Bears, that was the last time the
team put points on the board.
After the game Coach Jack
Cosgrove spoke of the importance of winning conference
games.
"Every conference game
leads to all of the good things
that can happen to a football
team," he said. "I don't think
anyone is going undefeated in
the conference, but we've got a
challenge ahead of, us because
we have a loss."
Massachusetts came to Maine
to play their first Atlantic-10

game. Although scoreless in the
first quarter, the Minutemen
dominated the second quarter,
proving they would be a threat in
the conference.
Three minutes into the second quarter, quarterback Jeff
Krohn connected with receiver
Jimmie Howard for a 65- yard
touchdown pass to end the 1:32
drive.
With the momentum going
their way, UMass scored again
just minutes later. This time,
Krohn hooked up with fullback
Rich Demers for an 8-yard
touchdown pass. Again, the
time of possession was well
under two minutes.
"Our guys hung in there and
that's what you have to do in this
league," said UMass Coach
Mark Whipple.
Cosgrove said he gives a ton
of credit to the Minutemen.
Mass held the Bears' rushers

to 110 yards. Marcus Williams,
who has been averaging 142
yards a game,ran for 67 yards in.
Saturday night's game.
"We have to eliminate major
mistakes we're making on the
offensive side of the ball," said
Cosgrove.
Defensively, Maine forced
the Minutemen to use their passing game, as the team allowed
only 106 yards on the ground.
Fredy Lazo had a team high 10
tackles, one of which was for a
loss. Joe Olszewski was next in
line with eight; four of those
being solo stops.
Massachusetts' Mike Ziccardi
led both defenses with a game
high 11 tackles.
Whipple said the game was a
typical Atlantic-10 match-up and
was happy with the win.
"We'll take the win anytime
up here in the great state of
Maine," Whipple said.
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Softball team dominates fall ball debut
The Black Bears get off to a
great start with a Saturday
sweep of UMass-Lowell
By Eric Gullickson
For The Maine Campus
Ns the leaves start to
change color, students locus
on their first exams, and the
heroes of the grid-iron return
to televisions nationwide; this
year, fall league play begins
for the University of Maine
softball team.
"[Fall league] gives us a
chance to play some games,
and to .get a look at some of
our new players," said coach
Deb Smith.
"Fall ball," as it is called
by parents and players, is a
way for Maine to get some
game situations in a more
relaxed atmosphere. Like all
softball games, cheers scream
out of both dugouts and ritual
around the horns go around the
infield. Unlike the regular season, these games are predominantly for fun rather than competition. But don't tell that to
these girls - they are here to
win. And for the coaches, it's
an opportunity to size up the
team.
"We didn't lose many players," said Smith, "we added
speed and depth to our already
strong team."
With wins 6-1 and 3-2
against UMass Lowell on
Saturday to start the fall season, the Black Bears are looking good. And the scoreboard
proves Smith's assessments.
Although
both
UMass
Lowell and the Black Bears
Maine
rusty,
appeared
impressed. When the pitching

turned sluggish, the defense
made key plays and when the
mistakes
defense
made
Maine's pitchers got their team
out of jams. If the first two
games are any indication.
Maine's top of the order will
be a force to be reckoned with
come spring season.
In game one on Saturday,
the top of, the order, Jess

"[Fall league]
gives us a chance
to play some
games, and to get
a look at some of
our new players"
Brady, Erin Provost and
Brittany Cheney provided
most of the offense for the
Black Bears. The rest of the
offense followed their lead in
putting together a solid display. Maine plays a hard-nosed
softball, not with big extravagant hits, but with a single,
stolen base and two bunts to
score a run. With the speed
that the Black Bears possess at
the top of the line up, that type
of offense will be a common
source of runs.
On the other side of the
ball, Pitchers Sarah Bennis,
Alexis Pullin and Jenna
Merchant are a dynamic trio.
Bennis is a hard throwing
pitcher who overpowered
Lowell in both games. In the

CAMPUS Pi ic_)r o • HOLLY BARBER'
Outfielder Jess Brady gets in under the tag during the Black Bears double header
against UMass-Lowell on Saturday. UMaine won both games to start their season 2-0.
middle reliever role, Pullin
was very impressive. She put
together multiple one, two,
three innings and although she
put the ball in play, the ball
stayed down and at her infielders. Merchant has a wide array
of pitches and makes hitters
look silly with a nasty off-

speed toss.
In game two, the bats went
cool for the first few innings.
In the third, Maine massed a
thre- run rally and in the forth.
Lowell retaliated with a tworun outburst. Other than that
short span of offense, the
pitching and strong defense

was the story of the game.
Aside from the explosive
fourth, the Black Bears pitchers had control, and they managed to set their opponents
down in order four times. In
several innings it only took
four or five pitches to dispatch
the Lowell hitters.

BlackBearsFall Ball
2003

• September 27-28
St. Joseph's College Tournament,
Windham, ME vs. University of
Southern Maine, St. Anselm's
College and St. Joesph's College

• October 5
University of Massachsetts
Tournament, Amherst, MA vs.
Quinnipiac College and University
of Massachusetts
CAMPUS PHOTO • HOLLY BARBER
Black Bear pitcher Sarah Bennis brings the heat against UMass-Lowell on Saturday
afternoon. The Black Bears swept the double header.
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Sports

Fall ball weekend
results.
See page 19.

Minutemen beat Maine in A-10 showdown
Maine loses
its second of
the season
By Erinne Magee
Staff Writer
The Black Bears did a lot of
things right, but just a couple
mistakes can be crucial when
playing a team like the
University of Massachusetts
Minutemen. Capitalizing on
those mishaps allowed the
Minutemen to go home with the
24-16 win from Alfond Stadium
where 7,316 fans watched durFriends
and
ing Family
Weekend.
What was thought to be a
touchdown pass toward the end
of the first half from quarterback
Ron Whitcomb to wide out
Christian Pereira was actually
called back because of a holding
penalty. In the next play, Maine
fumbled the ball and UMass'
Steve Costello picked it up and
ran for the touchdown.
"That was a crazy play; I just
picked it up and ran to daylight,"
Costello said.
Even after the let down.
Pereira told the team he was
sae FOOTBALL page 18
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at Morse Field. UMaine lost
game
night's
from
tackler
UMass
would-be
Saturday
in
a
dodges
Momah
Onyi
Black Bear
season.
the
for
2-2
to
dropped
the game 24-16 and

Women's soccer dominates Bonnies at home
Natasha Levandowski's two goals lead the scoring
By Matthew Conyers
Staff Writer

CAMPUS Pliolo • MLLIS,`,A ARMES
Katie Hodge battles for the ball during Friday's match
against St. Bonaventure. Hodge scored the game's final
goal

On Friday afternoon the
Maine's
University
of
Women's soccer team came
out shooting and didn't let up
until the final whistle blew. In
a game that saw 28 shots on
goal, Maine was able to pull
away from St. Bonaventure
early on and garner a 5-0 victory. With a modest crowd
assembled to watch the afternoon clash, fans saw four different players hit the back of
the net, including freshman
Natasha Levandowski who
recorded her first two collegiate goals.
It was a game that featured
two teams coming from two
drastically different paths.
Maine had started out the season with an impressive four
game winning streak that saw
them out score opponents by a
total of 10-2. However as of
last Sunday Maine had
dropped a tough game to a
nationally recognized Harvard
team. The Black Bears strong

start was buoyed by senior
Annie Hamel who has tallied
10 points thus far this season,
as well as Katie Hodge and
Kim Walsh, who have both
recorded four points for the
Black Bears.

"Natasha played
very well for us
today and showed
her many attributes as a player"
On the (-idler hand, St.
Bonaventure was coming into
the match reeling from four
straight loses. Coming into the
game. Maine head coach Scott
Atherley had his team focus
St.
not on
weaker
a
Bonaventure but rather the
key aspects of the game that
were necessary for Maine's
success.
After coming off their first
loss of the season, Atherley

was interested in how the team
would rebound against an
opponent not as formidable as
the tough Harvard team they
faced the previous weekend.
Atherley said after the game
that he was very pleased with
his team's play and believed
that it showed how well they
could respond to a situation,
no matter what the circumstances were.
The scoring began 18 minutes into the match when
Emily Stevens sent a shot on
net that sailed over of the head
of St. Bonaventure keeper
Courtney Nelson. It would
not take long for Maine to
extend their lead. The second
goal arrived only four and a
half minutes later when
Heather Hathorn received a
pass from senior Jessica
Wojak and beat Nelson on the
left side of the goal. St.
Bonaventure would then see
their deficit increase as the
first half drew to a close. At
43:45 Levandowski recorded
sae SOCCER page 18

